Strikes
Models 10-025, 10-072, 10-087, 10-144, 10-145

Jamb Type: Wood
Style: ANSI Standard for 3 3/4" (44 mm) doors
L9000-Series HLSR (10-144, 10-145)
Optional for: A-Series | B250-Series | F-Series | S-Series

NOTE:
1. When reinforcement plate is specified, 
mortise additional 1/8" (3) to Dimension X
2. Strike location on frames must be adjusted 
for thickness of door silencers when used
3. For case and strike dimensions see Template 
L1. For HLSR trim, see Template L4.

Dimension X: 10-025: 3/16" (2) when strike box not specified
10-072 and 10-087: 3/8" (4) for strike box, detached

Dimensions shown in parentheses () are in millimeters.